




























Machine Tool Drives

• Machine Tools generally draw power from a single source  
such as  electric motor or Engine.

• Engine is  used to convert  thermal power into electrical  
energy by using  a generator.

• Speed  of motor decreases marginally  under load ,it is 
considered  constant.

• Maximum torque  depends upon  the motor power rating 
(KW/HP)   and rotary speed (RPM)
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Machine Tool Drives
•Rotary Drive :- For rotary cutting, it is necessary to compute
revolutions per minute (R.P.M.) of the machine spindle
• Mechanical Drives
These can be broadly classified as:
1. Positive drives: In these, the driver and the driven elements, mesh
with each other (gears), or with the power transmitting elements
(chains).
2. Frictional drives: Belts and clutches rely on friction for power
transmission. There is always a possibility of slip, under high speed
(above 30 m/sec in belts), or due to overload. Timer belts with a
toothed profile on the inside, are used for light load. They provide
almost slip-free transmission. Positive drives are suitable for low-
speed (below 6 m/sec), high-torque applications, while
frictional drives are more convenient and economical for high-speed
(above 15 m/sec), low torque applications.
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CHANGING SPEED
Slow Changeover: General purpose machines are used for a wide
variety of workpiece sizes and materials. Higher cost, entailed in
quick change of speed is not warranted. Belt-driven cone pulleys or
change gears are quite adequate for speed change. Cone pulleys are
combined, composite pulleys with 2 to 4 steps. Figure (a) shows a
cone pulley with 4 steps. Any of the available four speeds can be
obtained, by shifting the belt to the required step in a minute or
two. Belt drives are more convenient for higher speeds.
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Flat belts are more convenient for drives between non-parallel shafts
[Fig. g, h, i]. The driven shaft can be rotated in a direction, opposite to
the rotation of the driving shaft, by crossing flat belt or using 2 idlers
[Fig. d, e, f]. The thinner, rectangular section of flat belts also enables
usage of smaller pullies. The width of flat belts varies from 20 to 500
and the thickness from 3 to 13.5. The pullies are crowned, made bigger
at the center of the width, by making them convex [Fig. a] or conical, to
facilitate centralizing the flat belts on ungrooved pullies.
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CHAIN DRIVE

Instead of belts, we can use a more compact and positive roller chain 
and sprockets if the linear speed is less than 12 m/sec (at the most 20 
m/sec) and transmission ratio is less than 7. The flexibility of the chain 
makes the drive shock absorbent. The number of teeth on the smaller 
sprocket should not be less than 17 [preferably 21]. 
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GEARS
Some mass production machines like autos, produce similar work pieces
for long runs, lasting many shifts. A little extra setting time, spent on
changing the pullies, sprockets, or gear does not make much difference
in the overall economy. Even in machines with very long, cutting
times or slower operations, such as thread-cutting, the machine setting 
time is only a small fraction of the total running time. Under such 
circumstances, slow, manual replacement of change gears is quite 
satisfactory. 
The teeth of the gears engage and intermesh with the teeth of the 
mating gears. Spur gears  have teeth on the cylindrical portion. When 
the teeth are parallel to the axis of rotation, the gears are called straight 
spur gears or simply spur gears. Making the teeth twisted with the
gear axis, helical increases the load capacity and promotes a smooth, 
and gradual engagement. Straight and helical spur gears are used for 
transmission between parallel shafts. 
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GEAR TOOTH TERMINOLOGY
The size of the tooth is specified by module (m). The other important parameter in spur
gears is the pitch diameter ,the diameter where the meshing gear pitch  touches
tangentially, and where the tooth thickness is equal to the gap between adjacent teeth. In
racks, the tooth thickness and the gap are equal at the pitch line.
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A 16 A 17

A Operating conditions and required 
   performance
A Environmental conditions
A Dimensions of shaft and housing

A Allowable space
A Magnitude and direction of loads
A Vibration and shock
A Operating speed, maximum speed
A Misalignment of inner and outer
   rings
A Fixing in axial direction and mounting 
   arrangement
A Ease of bearing mounting and 
   dismounting
A Sound and torque
A Required rigidity
A Availability and cost

Determination of bearing
type and mounting

arrangement

Determination of bearing size

Page number
A18, A38
A18
A18
A18, A37
A18

A20 to A23

A19

A19
A19, A96

Evaluation of 
bearing types

Page number
A19
A18, A37, A81
A19

Evaluation of accuracy

Page number

A95

A18

A98

Examination of 
internal clearance

Page number
A116, A121

A116, A121
A100

Examination of 
ease of mounting/ 
dismounting

Page number
A106, A107, A110, A112
A37
A105
A102
A123

Examination of 
lubricating
methods

Study of cage

A Expected life of machine
A Dynamic and static equivalent loads
A Speed
A Permissible static load factor
A Permissible axial loads (in the case of
   cylindrical roller bearings)

A Running accuracy
A Rotational stability
A Torque fluctuation

A Fitting
A Difference in temperature
   between inner and outer 
   rings
A Speed
A Misalignment of inner and
   outer rings
A Amount of preload

Determination of
internal clearance

Selection of bearing
accuracy class

Selection of cage type
and material

A Speed
A Noise
A Operating temperature
A External vibration and shock
A Rapid acceleration and 
   deceleration
A Moment load and misalignment

Selection of lubricating
method, lubricant, and

type of seals

A Operating temperature range
A Speed
A Lubricating methods
A Type of seals
A Maintenance and inspection
   intervals

Determination of dimensions
affecting mounting and

procedure for mounting/
dismounting

Final specifications for
bearing and surrounding

parts

A Procedure for mounting and
   dismounting
A Necessary equipment
A Dimensions affecting 
   mounting

Page number
A24, A25
A30, A32
--
A32
A33

Determination of 
bearing size

Page number
A57

Examination of special 
specifications

Selection of special
material, heat treatment
for dimensional stability

A Operating temperature
A Environment (seawater, 
   vacuum, gases, chemicals,
   etc.)
A Type of lubrication

Page number
A82
A82, A83

A83
A84, A100

Examination of fitting

Determination of fitting

A Operating conditions
A Magnitude and character-
   istics of loads
A Temperature range
A Materials, size, accuracies 
   of shaft and housing

The number of applications for rolling bearings is 
almost countless and the operating conditions and 
environments also vary greatly. In addition, the diversity 
of operating conditions and bearing requirements 
continue to grow with the rapid advancement of 
technology. Therefore, it is necessary to study bearings 
carefully from many angles to select the best one from 
the thousands of types and sizes available.
Usually, a bearing type is provisionally chosen 
considering the operating conditions, mounting 
arrangement, ease of mounting in the machine, 
allowable space, cost, availability, and other factors.

Then the size of the bearing is chosen to satisfy the 
desired life requirement. When doing this, in addition 
to fatigue life, it is necessary to consider grease life, 
noise and vibration, wear, and other factors. 
There is no fixed procedure for selecting bearings. It is 
good to investigate experience with similar applications 
and studies relevant to any special requirements for 
your specific application. When selecting bearings for 
new machines, unusual operating conditions, or harsh 
environments, please consult with NSK.
The following diagram (Fig.2.1) shows an example of 
the bearing selection procedure.

2. BEARING SELECTION PROCEDURE

Fig. 2.1  Flow Chart for Selection of Rolling Bearings
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